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Denise Interchangeable Crochet Hooks

Kyle Designs
If your business is yarn, announce it with a
business card case engraved with a lamb and ewe.
This logo is also available on a nightlight, a handbag
holder, and a name badge. www.kyledesigns.com

If you get really hooked on Tunisian crochet after working
some of the projects in this issue, you’ll want to invest in this
set. It includes twelve individual hooks, sizes F/5 (3.75 mm) to
19 (15 mm); seven cord lengths, two each of 3 inch and 5 inch,
plus one each 9 inch, 12 inch, and 16 inch; four end buttons;
two extenders; and a guide to Tunisian crochet produced by
Interweave. If you already have the Denise Interchangeable
Knitting Needle Set, you can buy hooks separately to use with
the cords in that set. And for knitters, the hook with extension is a great way to pick up stitches along an edge of knitting.
You can also purchase separate hooks to use for double-ended
crochet. The hook attachments are long enough to use for
regular crochet as well. The plastic hooks are more flexible
than wood or aluminum, but after a bit of crocheting, they will
feel quite natural. www.knitdenise.com

Purrfectly Catchy
Sock Blockers

Laurel Hill
Crochet Hooks
Beautifully handcrafted and shaped,
these crochet hooks are smooth to the touch
and will become true heirlooms. They can
be purchased individually in sizes ranging
from D/3 (3.25 mm) to M/13 (9 mm) or as a
complete set protected in a fabric carrying
case. All crochet hooks are available in nam
oc, trai, and ebony woods. Laurel Hill also
offers 10-inch Tunisian crochet hooks from
D/3 (3.25 mm) to M/13 (9 mm). Each Tunisian hook is created from forest palmwood,
a tropical hardwood, with a lighter, contrasting trai top. www.laurelhillonline.com
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Each sock blocker is individually
handcrafted of solid oak and a beautiful
way to block your next sock project.
Among the many cutout designs—spinning wheel, alpaca, dog breeds, maple
leaf, monkey, or initials, to name a few—
you’re sure to find the one that perfectly
fits your personality or one that would
make the perfect gift. Try them out with
the Adirondack Socks from Fall 2009
(pictured here), the Rib & Fan Socks from
Spring 2009, or the Troubador Socks:
Chrétien de Troyes from Spring 2008.
www.purrfectlycatchydesigns.com
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